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Winter Schedule - Meet at the Restaurant @ 6:30 PM
10-1

Business Meeting
Millard Library 6:45 PM
13214 Westwood Lane
Omaha, NE

10-8

Doc & Eddies BBQ
117th & Blondo @ 6:30
Omaha, NE
402 991-7427

10-15 Johnny Sortino’s Pizza
7880 L. St @ 6:30
Omaha, NE
402 339-5050
10-22 Cabin Bar & Grill
9226 Mormon Bridge Rd @ 6:30
Omaha, NE
402 543-6300
10-29 Big John’s Billiards
9819 M St @ 6:30
Omaha, NE
402 592-3545
=================================
Saturday 9AM @ Dillon Brothers coffee and Destination
Friendship
Sundays 9AM @ Golden Corral, 1511 Gregg Road West,
Bellevue – Emergency Breakfast
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Upcoming GWTA Events
=================================
Saturday 9AM @ Dillon Brothers coffee and Destination
Friendship
Sundays 9AM @ Golden Corral, 1511 Gregg Road West,
Bellevue – Emergency Breakfast

Halloween

Chapter Directors’ Words of Wisdom
DWTA Chapter A
(Durand’s Work Together Always)
Meeting Minutes
Durand Home
September 3, 2014
Family Director Karen Durand opened the meeting at 6:45 PM. All members were present, either in person or
via Skype.
The Meeting Minutes for August were accepted.
The Treasurer’s Report was presented. After much discussion, the Treasurer’s report was accepted.
Old Business1. Jim Durand presented an update of the Master Bath remodel project. The project is complete and all
parties are extremely happy about it. No new projects are projected for the immediate future, but
something is sure to come up.
New Business1. Katie Durand presented an update on school and expected expenses for grad school. After much
discussion, the subject was tabled until next semester and a final progress report about actual graduation
is presented.
2. Family Director Karen brought up a modification to the current method for keeping in touch with Katie
while she is in Korea. Mom suggests limiting contact to once a week, while Katie prefers the original
plan of texting, emailing, Facebook messaging and/or Kakao Talk at least once a day, more often if she
had interesting adventures to tell us about. Mom suggested a compromise of every third day. Katie
countered with keeping the original schedule. Mom came back with every other day. Katie insisted on
keeping the original schedule, with additional Twitter feeds, Instagram messages, carrier pigeon
messages, smoke signals and snail mail. In the interest of keeping the meeting from dragging on until
midnight, Mom agreed to keep the schedule the same.
3. Jim Durand suggested upgrades to existing motorcycles, which was quickly withdrawn after receiving
the evil eye from the Family Director.
Family Director Karen closed the meeting at 11:52 PM. There was no 50/50 drawing, but there’s always time
for ice cream so Jim and Karen had ice cream and Katie didn’t.
Respectfully submitted:
Jim Durand-Chapter Secretary
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GWTA News
MORE ABOUT GROUP RIDING
From the NRED
When group riding in a staggered formation, it’s important to continually be thinking of the 2 second rule. I say
this because keeping the 2 sec rule in mind gives you an outlet for avoidance of an accident, should one occur
among those in front of you. The two second rule was something that evolved for two wheelers riding with in
groups. Emphasis within your chapters on this rule should give peace of mind when riding in the group.
This leads to something else that has crossed my mind lately. Riding a trike as I do, I note that the 2 sec rule is
extended a little. I’m suggesting that a 3 or 4 second time laps might be wise to consider. Although the brakes
on the trike are different, they still can only do so much when avoidance becomes important. A trike might start
out as a two wheeler weighing in at 800 or so pounds but when you convert them to trikes, you add additional
weight. Sometimes up to 200 additional pounds. This can make avoidance maneuvers when you’re too close to
the rider in front of you, a problem.
Believe it or not, you can ride a trike, be in a staggered formation and even be intermingled with two wheelers.
Trike riders tend to be put in the rear of a group ride because of their size but they too can practice staggered
riding. Simply put, if there are a number of trikes in your group ride, put one trike on the left side of the driving
lane and one on the right side of the lane until all trikes have a staggered formation look. I’ve noticed that those
riding trikes don’t always ride on one side or the other of the lane in a staggered formation. Even when they ride
alone, they seem to forget the lane control necessary for a motorcycle rider. Instead they tend to ride down the
center of the driving lane.
When you get 2 or 3 trikes riding like that obviously you develop a nose to tail situation. It creates a problem
for the trike riders and the traffic following the group. Let’s face it, trikes are larger but in a nose to tail, the
traffic only sees one trike. That gives following traffic the idea that there is room for them to pass the
bike/trike’s they see, and invade the stagger formation. It’s a good way for riders to be run in to by the merging
vehicle or even forced off the road. I suggest that trike rider’s ride staggered and should maintain a 3 to 4
second spacing interval between them. Doing this, you fulfill both the stagger formation idea and the “2 sec“
rule.
So Trike riders, let’s get in the habit of riding staggered for visibility with a modified 2 second rule if nothing
else.
Ride smart and be safe in your travels to all your chapters’ events.
Mel Vogt
Nebr. State Rider Ed Director
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
CAUTIOUS RIDER
TO HER RECKLESS DEAR
LET'S HAVE LESS BULL
AND MORE STEER
Burma Shave
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SPEED WAS HIGH
WEATHER WAS NOT
TIRES WERE THIN
X MARKS THE SPOT
Burma Shave
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AT INTERSECTIONS
LOOK EACH WAY
A HARP SOUNDS NICE
BUT IT’S HARD TO PLAY
Burma Shave

BIKE IN A DITCH
RIDER IN A TREE
THE MOON WAS FULL
AND SO WAS HE
Burma Shave
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Meeting Minutes
GWTA Chapter A
Meeting Minutes
Omaha Public Library-Millard Branch
September 3, 2014
The meeting was called to order by Chapter Director Karen Durand. There were 11 members present.
August’s meeting minutes were published in the September newsletter. A motion was made, seconded and
passed to accept the minutes as published.
The Treasurer’s Report was presented by Mike - Gordon Gekko - Brush. The group was prepared to move that
all dinners for the remainder of the year would be covered by our treasury until a decimal point was moved and
reduced our treasury by over $6,000. Easy come, easy go. A motion was made, seconded and passed to accept
the report as corrected.
Old Business SSIOWR – Deb Siepker wrote up an article about the Dunlap, IA ride which was published in the latest
newsletter. Members are encouraged to check the calendar and try to find a time for a ride.
 Fun Run Committee held a planning meeting. Some highlights:
New Business Much fun was had at Gold Rush. Karen mentioned that she had a discussion with a newer member about
riding safety and, perhaps, our getting a little complacent. Karen wrote a good article in the newsletter on
the topic and plans additional safety discussions and demonstrations in the future.
 Misc. Stuff:
Karen closed the meeting. We held a 50/50 drawing which I won. Group then went to Dairy Queen.
Respectfully submitted:
Mark Holling - Chapter Secretary
Secretary Note: Since no meeting minutes were provided to me I’ve had to make a few assumptions here.
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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Announcements

Celebrations
Birthdays
1ST Carol Brush
8th Kim Howard
Anniversaries
23rd Mike & Carol Brush

Guess who bought new bikes?
Marv’s new2014 Indian Vintage

Terry’s new 2015 HD UltraClassic Trike.

See more pictures on the next page
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Chapter A’s New Motorcycles
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Fun Run
On September 21, 2014, Chapter A held their annual Fun Run. Beautiful weather, curvy route created by Jim
and Karen and yummy food at the Durand’s Garage-Mahal. Pics by Monica Bumpus and Mark.
GWTA signs proudly displayed at the starting point.

Deb & Dale

Paula and Tony

First group in to Nickerson – turn around point

Dunaway’s new trike!

Mark

Gassing up

Gas (and oil for the Harley)
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Fun Run

Back to start for food

It wouldn’t be a TA event without the 50/50 drawing. Also, Lynnette had accumulated gift cards from the
restaurants we visited during our weekly dinner rides. Those were also drawn for some lucky winners.
Another great event as we are almost done riding for the year.
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Fun Run
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Mit’s Motorcycle Musings
POST TURTLES, BARBED-WIRE, AND COYOTES
If you weren't raised in Ranch Country and have never spent time there, you couldn't be expected to
know what a Post Turtle is.
A friend forwarded an email to me that talked about Post Turtles, and how some people were kinfolk to
them. I no longer have the email, but since I was raised in Ranch Country I have some experience with them.
There were a lot of Box Turtles around, mostly not too far from the South Fork of the Elkhorn River.
These turtles could be found, at times, moving slowly across the sandy, rutted back roads of the county. Since
there was so little traffic on these roads, the turtles had little experience in avoiding being crushed under the
wheels of a passing vehicle. Also, since their shells were quite hard, they were seldom killed immediately when
it happened, and must have suffered for a long time before dying. Well, they must have been able to feel pain as
even the smallest spider in the world will run as fast as it can to get away from physical threats. Typically, ranch
folk have affinity to almost any living thing and hate to see even animals that are a source of food suffer in the
dying process. I have always said that I did not fear death, but certainly do fear the dying process.
So when we traveled back roads at the speeds appropriate to 1930s vintage cars, we could see a turtle
crossing the road ahead and stop the car in time to get out, pick up the turtle, and carry it over to where it was
headed in the first place. Or, to turn the car out enough to straddle it if it happened to be in one of the wheel
ruts. Sometimes, traveling those back roads, Post Turtles could be found on top of a post. As the email pointed
out, that turtle didn't get there all by itself. It required help, it didn't belong there, it couldn't do anything now
that it was there, and it certainly didn't know how to get out of that predicament. Sometimes a ranch hand would
place one up there and plan to put it back down when he returned from his errand. That way he didn't have to
worry about running over it on the way back. Turtle soup was extremely foreign to our culinary endeavors. We
didn't eat them.
In Ranch Country, all property is fenced. Normally with barbed wire. Unless you were raising horses.
Sometimes a rancher would put in an electric fence, which was operated by a timer and a battery. The problem
with an electric fence is that you have to keep an eye on the charge in the battery. That type of fence does not
work well with cattle, as their hides are thick enough that they may ignore the shock. Horses, however, don't
like it, but it doesn't keep them from eating the grass on the other side of the fence anyway, where it is always
greener. For those who have never had to put up a barbed wire fence, thank your lucky stars. Putting up a barb
wire fence is a lot of work, and that type of fence requires a lot of maintenance. When you have a herd of cattle
rubbing up against it trying to dislodge sand burs and parasites, or just to scratch an itch, it puts a lot of wear on
posts and wire. Power augers weren't invented until too late to do me any good. What we had was an implement
called, appropriately, "a post hole digger" and had two facing spades on a hinge and two long, thin handles. It
only took once or maybe twice, to convince you to keep your thumbs from being in a position to be pinched
between the two handles. With this tool you dug a round hole about eight inches across (OK: diameter) and a
couple of feet deep. Then you dropped a wood post into the hole and tamped in enough dirt around it to hold
that post steady. When you got to where you needed to turn a corner, you had to space the last two posts so that
you could nail a diagonal pole between the two in order to support the pull of the barbed wire. The next post
past the corner also got a diagonal brace. When you finally got around to stringing the wire, the corner required
burying a "dead man." Well, that's what it's called. You wrapped a piece of barbed wire around a short, two foot
or so, post and buried it, again, diagonally, to further support the posts. That's how you build a fence.
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Mit’s Motorcycle Musings
Barbed wire was fastened to the posts with BIG staples pounded in with a claw hammer. There are many
different kinds of hammers, but ranch hands much preferred a claw because you could not only pound a staple
in, but pull one out if need be. These staples were in the shape of the letter U, with one prong longer than the
other and very sharp. There is an amazing variety of barbed wire styles and some folk collect a piece of each
variety. They display them by mounting each piece, with a description & manufacturer logo, on an
appropriately sized piece of barn siding. The style I am familiar with was made by twisting a short, sharpened
piece of wire (the barb) around one wire and then twisting two wires together. Barbed wire is a sturdy item.
Then the wire is pulled tight with a tool called a "wire stretcher." My daughter became acquainted with a wire
stretcher when she and her husband acquired 5 acres and a house on the edge of Piedmont, SD, and put a couple
of horses inside a fence containing most of that. When you had three wires strung, one low, one high, and one in
the middle, you were done. And you had lots of posts to put turtles or worn-out cowboy boots on. And more
than a few cuts where the barbs had gone through your leather gloves and into your hands.
As teenagers, we found it possible to throw one of those staples so that it would stick high up on a
building. It became sort of a sporting thing, and took a little practice. I don't know if staples like those are even
available anymore.
Ranchers don't much like Coyotes. They blame Coyotes for killing and eating calves, lambs, chickens &
other fowl, although not usually geese or ducks. Geese get to be good sized, but contain a lot of fat. Ducks are
an extremely dirty fowl and do not produce much edible meat, and even their breasts are dark meat. Dark meat
retains oxygen better than white meat does and these birds can fly upwards of 20,000 feet above the ground. My
grandparents out on the homestead raised guineas, though they weren't raised in later years by my Aunt &
Uncle. They did, however, raise turkeys. Merriam turkeys. The Merriam is a big bird and has been successfully
reintroduced to the wild in Nebraska. Trust me: Butterball Turkeys are far more delicious. My Aunt & Uncle on
the homestead had one "Tom" as male turkeys are called. I hated that Tom. He stood taller than I was and he
paced back and forth on their porch waiting for me to come out. If I needed to go to the outhouse, I would look
out the window to see where that Tom was, and then make a dash for it. Of course, he was always waiting for
me when I finished my business and wanted to go back into the house. Did I say I hated that Tom? I was glad
that they didn't raise Geese. Geese bite. There was a flowing well at one end of the house, and water was piped
through the wall into a big tank. That made a great place to cool watermelon in the summer. The water came
from fifteen to twenty feet down and was really cold.
When the Coyote population got bigger than the ranchers wanted to tolerate, they would all gather
'round, and line up as many townspeople as they could find to go Coyote hunting.
One of the townsfolk had done rather well in the 1920s and had bought a Stinson Flying Station Wagon. This
was a very plush, for the time, airplane. It still had only basic instrumentation, but had luxurious bucket seats
and padded interior. And it would hold four people.
So the hunt was on. The Stinson would take off and head northwest of town, which is where there was a
lot of open country, and a good home for Coyotes. Cars were set up with three people per car. The cars would
drive out north and west and stop along the road when they got out a ways. When the pilot of the Stinson found
a Coyote, he would fly over to where the cars were and do a one-hundred-eighty degree turn around where the
cars were parked, and head out in the direction of the Coyote. When the Stinson got to where the Coyote was,
the pilot would circle around it with one wing dipped to show the Coyote's location. Of course, it was always in
a big grass field bordered with (what else?) a barbed-wire fence.
Heartland Wings
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Mit’s Motorcycle Musings
The lead car would stop at the fence and two of the three people in the car would jump out with their
claw hammers and tackle the removal of the staples from the two closest posts. They would then stand on the
wire while the string of cars crossed over it and into the field. With the last car through, the barbed wire would
be put back to "rights" and they would quickly jump into the car that was waiting for them. That car then
became the last car in the line. That's how you hunt Coyotes.
It was during one of these hunts that the son of the Stinson owner was at the controls and turned it too
tight and crashed. The airplane was a total wreck, and he spent months in the hospital. I have no idea whatever
became of him.
Crows also were a problem in the depression years. I'm not sure why. I remember only one time when
the townsfolk and ranchers had a crow hunt.
In that part of the country the elevation is around 2,200 feet. At one time, it was a sea bed so the base is
sand and the top soil is only a very few inches thick. The area only gets around twenty inches of moisture each
year, so farming is a fairly iffy endeavor. There were a few farmers in the area raising corn, but with the soil as
poor as it was a farmer could only figure on about forty to fifty bushel of corn per acre in the best of years. I
asked my father why people settled in that area, and his reply was that it seemed to be a nice little valley. Nice
valley or not, the land was susceptible to what we called "blow outs." The wind had a habit of picking on a
clump of grass that didn't have very deep roots, and before you knew it, there was nothing but sand on the
windward side. The small yield of corn per acre made it a marginal effort, and the crows were eating the two
outside rows. So they had to go. The hunt started in one grove, and continued into another, and another, and
another. Each time the crows would move, the hunt would move. By the end of the afternoon, there was
somewhere around one hundred crows less than there was in the morning. I remember my father and I bringing
home three or four crows for the cats. Dad had a hatchet and opened the crows up, but the cats wouldn't eat
them. There's not much a farm cat won't eat, so I always figured crow must really taste bad. Well, they are
carrion eaters, so it makes sense. I guess that's where the saying must have originated about "eating crow" came
from. When all you have to eat is a crow that tastes bad, you're destitute. And hungry. Apparently the cats
weren't THAT hungry.

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Rodney Dangerfield – RIP (11-22-1921 to 10-5-2004)
When I was born ... the doctor came out to the waiting room and said to my father... I'm very sorry. We did everything we could ... but
he pulled through.
I'm so ugly... My mother had morning sickness - after I was born.
Once when I was lost..... I saw a policeman and asked him to help me find my parents. I said to him, Do you think we'll ever find
them? He said, I don't know kid ... there are so many places they can hide."
My wife made me join a bridge club. I jump off next Tuesday.
I'm so ugly... I worked in a pet shop and people kept asking how big I'd get.
I went to see my doctor... Doctor, every morning when I get up and look in the mirror ... I feel like throwing up. What's wrong with
me? He said, I don't know but your eyesight is perfect.
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Motorskills Competition
On Saturday, September 13, 2014, Dillon’s hosted the Metro Motorskills Competition. There were
representatives from 6 area law enforcement agencies competing in a timed course showing off their skills and
endurance. Officers were competing for best time and least number of penalties. Penalties were; -1 second for
touching a cone, -2 seconds for displacing a cone, -3 seconds for putting a foot down and -25 seconds for
dropping the bike. Even if they dropped the bike, they’d pick it up (alone) and continue until finished.

These pictures show one exercise. Pick up a small cone, then stack it. Harder than it sounds.
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Motorskills Competition
This series shows a rider in the ‘snowman’ exercise. Ride around 3 circles, each smaller than the next.
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Motorskills Competition
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Bike Buzz – News, Rumors, Innuendo, Gossip, etc.

Second Honda Recall because brakes can malfunction. The recall covers 126,000 Honda's GL1800 motorcycles for model years 2001-2010 and 2012. A problem with the secondary brake
master cylinder can cause the rear brake to drag, potentially leading to a crash or fire.
Honda had received 533 complaints through July 24, including reports of eight small fires. There
have been no reports of crashes or injuries as a result of the problem.
Honda originally recalled the motorcycles in December 2011 but continued to receive complaints.
It says in documents filed with the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration that the "root
cause has not been determined" and it is continuing to investigate.
Honda will send a letter to each motorcycle owner explaining how to look for the problem.
Motorcycles with the defect can be taken to the dealer for inspection. Owners will get a second
letter when repairs and replacement parts are available.
Read more: http://www.ctvnews.ca/autos/honda-recalls-126-000-motorcycles-overmalfunctioning-brakes-1.1994518#ixzz3CdH62GNa
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Classifieds

Tel-Con
Complete Remodeling Service

Chapter A’s 2013 Charity

Kitchens & Bathrooms
Basements
Tile Work
Decks
Countertops
Custom Cabinets
Dave Telford
General Contractor
Phone 699-1964
Tel-Con@cox.net
2114 S 88th Street
Omaha, NE 68124

YOUR ADD GOES HERE!
CONTACT MARK –
MARKHOLLING@TCONL.COM or
402 490-2169
Programs and Services
 Kid’s Café
 Backpack Program
 Food for Seniors
 Mobile Pantry
 Fresh Produce
 SNAP
10526 J. St.
Omaha, NE 68127
402 331-1213
http://www.omahafoodbank.org
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Rides
On the Peak to Peak Highway, Colorado. Submitted by Mit Grimes.

Submit your favorite picture for the ‘Rides’ page.
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